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Abstract

The paper presents an unified Description Logic (DL)
model for databases. Describing database models us-
ing DLs is a fundamental problem in many areas
because it turns databases to logical systems with
enriched semantics and enhanced reasoning mecha-
nism. A typical relational database model comprises
three components: relational data model, relational
operations, and queries. Therefore, a DL model for
databases should also unify these three components
together. However, most available DL models for
databases only describe one or two components of
database models. After pointing out the two key fac-
tors resulting in the absence of such a model, the pa-
per develops an extended dynamic description logic
language DALCP based on PDLC with enriched form
of action modal operators. Based on PALCP , an
unified DL models for databases is presented. It
represents relational data by ALC, represents rela-
tional operations by atomic modal operators repre-
sentation; and represents queries by complex modal
operators. In addition, translation functions are pro-
vided to transform arbitrary database systems into
DL systems automatically. Because the model uni-
fies data and operations together, query processing
could be done based on the logical inference mecha-
nism which is very different from other work.

Keywords: Dynamic Description Logics; Relational
Databases; Query Processing; Data Integration.

1 Introduction

The paper presents an unified Description Logic (DL)
model for database systems. The model unifies DL
representations of relational data, of relational oper-
ations, and of user queries together.

Building a DL model for a database system is a
fundamental problem in many database related ap-
plications, such as data integration (Giacomo and
Lenzerini, 1995), knowledge representation, and data
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warehouse, etc.. Such a DL model for a database
system transforms each database system into a logi-
cal system with enriched semantics and enhanced rea-
soning mechanism. Therefore, operations in database
systems, such as query processing, could be done
based on the logical inference mechanism.

Take the data integration problem as an example.
The goal of data integration is to provide an uniform
interface to enable users to access data resided in dis-
tributed database sources transparently. Building a
model for the global virtual database is one of the core
issues, and the model should have inference capabili-
ties to answer queries by generating a “service flow”
based on sub-queries to physical databases. Only if a
logical model for a single database model is presented,
can a logical model for the global virtual database be
built based on the lower-layer database model, and
can the enhanced reasoning mechanism of DLs be uti-
lized.

A typical relational database model comprises
three components: relational data model, relational
operations, and queries (without loss of generality,
update is not concerned in the paper). Therefore,
a DL database model should also describe these
three components and unify them together. Describ-
ing database using DLs has been studied since 80’s
(Chakravarthy et al., 1984) (Gallaire et al., 1984)
and many progress have been achieved. Available
works could be roughly divided into the following two
classes:

(I) represented relational data by DLs, and
described queries by concepts: Calvanese et al.
(1998) presented a conceptual model for databases
using ALCQI, and provided reasoning mechanism to
check some relevant properties of schemata; Borgida
(1995) and Baader et al. (2003) presented DLR mod-
els for database schema and represented queries as
concepts; Calvanese et al. (2002) added a conceptual
layer over the database model layer for the conve-
nience of being integrated with other applications.

(II) represented relational data by DLs,
and processed queries using other logical
tools(such as datalog and Horn logic): This kind
of studies were mainly focused on query answering
over multi-databases. Calvanese et al. (2000), Beeri
et al. (1997), and Motik and Volz (2003) studied the
problem of answering queries using views (Halevy,
2000) over DL Knowledge Bases (KBs): user queries
were translated into logical views (Local As View or
Global As View) over DL schema, and based on dat-
alog, the views were rewritten to queries to physical
databases. The details of datalog and its theoreti-
cal basics, Horn logic, were introduced in references
(Ullman and Widom, 1997) (Ullman, 1997).

Although the problem have been studied for many
years, such an unified model comprising above three



components has not been proposed. We consider that
two key factors result in the absence of an unified DLs
model for databases: 1) operations were not modeled
as higher layer entities above the data model layer;
2) even the expressivity of dynamic DLs was not ad-
equate for representing the operations in a database
system, some extensions are needed.

Focusing on these two key issues, the paper rep-
resents operations by action modal operators and ex-
tends the form of action modal operators. The pa-
per proposes an unified DLs database model compris-
ing three layers consistent with relational database
model: describing relational data model by ALC; de-
scribing relational operations by atomic action modal
operators; and describing queries by combined modal
operators. Necessary translation functions are also
provided.

Based on the model, query processing could be
done in a thoroughly logical way: (1) SQL queries
could be reformulated to modal operators based on
the translation function; (2) by decomposing complex
modal operators to atomic modal operators whose
behaviors are formally defined, queries could be an-
swered. The logical model of database systems could
aid the study of data integration and other related
applications.

The paper is organized as follows: after the analy-
sis of the background of the problem in the introduc-
tion, the next section will present the preliminaries
including a relational database model and a dynamic
description logic language PDLC; the extended dy-
namic DL DALCP based on PDLC will be presented
in section 3; an unified model for databases using
DALCP will be presented in section 4 in three de-
tailed subsections; section 5 will conclude the paper
and give the future work.

2 Preliminary

2.1 Relational Database Model

A typical relational database model consists three
components: relational data, relational operations,
and queries.

2.1.1 Relational Data

A relational data model can be defined as follows.
• A relation T is described by (U,A), where U is a

non-empty universe, and A is a set of attributes.
A schema of table T is Sch(T ) = A.

• A database D is a set {T1, T2, · · · , Tn} of rela-
tions. A schema of database D is Sch(D) =
{Sch(T1), Sch(T2), . . . , Sch(Tn)}.

2.1.2 Relational Operations

Relational operations take relations as both inputs
and outputs. Here, we give definitions for some typi-
cal relational operations.
• Union: R ∪ S = {t | t ∈ R ∨ t ∈ S}
• Difference: R− S = {t | t ∈ R ∧ t 6∈ S}
• Intersection: R ∩ S = {t | t ∈ R ∧ t ∈ S}
• Cartesian Product:

R× S = { _
tr ts | tr ∈ R ∧ ts ∈ S}

• Selection: σF (R) = {t | t ∈ R ∧ F (t) =′ true′}
• Projection: πA(R) = {t[A] | t ∈ R}
• Natural Join: R ./B S =
{ _
tr ts | tr ∈ R ∧ ts ∈ S ∧ tr[B] = ts[B]}

2.1.3 Queries

For simplicity, the paper discusses SELECT expres-
sions defined as follows which include the core func-
tions of SQL queries despite the simple form.

select T1AS[, T2AS] from T1[, T2] [where CS]

where

TAS ::= T.AS | T. ∗
AS ::= A | A;AS

CS ::= C | (C) | CS and C | CS or C

C ::= T.A comp v | T.A comp T.A

comp ::= > | < | = | ≥ | ≤ | 6=
Sec.4 will focus on how to describe the SELECT

expressions by modal operators, how to translate the
expressions to corresponded modal operators, and
how to decompose them to atomic modal operators.

2.2 Dynamic Description Logics

Description Logics have been designed to work with
concepts and concept hierarchies. Their principle en-
tities are concepts which are unary predicates, repre-
senting sets of individuals, and roles which are binary
predicates, representing binary relations over individ-
uals (Grun, 1998). In addition to atomic concepts and
atomic roles (concept names and role names), users
could build complex descriptions of concepts and roles
(defined concepts and defined roles).

Different description logic languages are distin-
guished by the concept and role constructors pro-
vided, which results in different expressive capability
and different computing complexity. The paper use
DL language ALC to describe data model. More con-
tents of DLs and ALC can be obtained in references
(Baader et al., 2003) (Chomicki and Saake, 1998).

Description Logics were originally designed for
representing static knowledge. To take into account
changes in time or under certain actions and retain
the simplicity of the language, it is natural to extend
them by the corresponding modal operators (Emer-
son, 1990) (Wolter and Zakharyaschev, 1999). Wolter
and Zakharyaschev (1998) introduced the language
PDLC which combined the DL language ALC with
dynamic logic. The syntax and semantic definitions
of PDLC are as follows (according to the needs of the
paper, some minor modifications are made).

Definition 2.1 The primitive symbols of PDLC
are:

• concept names C0, C1, . . .;

• role names R0, R1, . . .;

• object names a0, a1, . . .;

• the booleans u, t, ¬, >, ⊥ and the quantifier
∃Ri, ∀Ri, for every role name Ri;

• action variables α0, α1, . . .;

• action constructs: ;, ∪, ∗.
Definition 2.2 Concepts, roles, action terms,
and formulas are defined as: all concept names as
well as >, ⊥ are atomic concepts. All role names
are atomic roles. Every action variable is an atomic
action. If C and D are concepts, R a role, a and
b object names, ϕ and ψ formulas, α and β action
terms, then

• C uD, C tD, ¬C, ∃R.C, ∀R.C, [α]C are con-
cepts;



• C(a), R(a, b), C ≡ D, C v D, ϕuψ, ¬ϕ, [α]ϕ;

• α;β, α ∪ β, α∗ are action terms.

Remark 2.1 The action term α in PDLC denotes a
class of actions and [α] denotes an action instance.
The paper will extend the form of α to represent op-
erations in databases.

The semantics of pure description part of PDLC,
i.e. ALC, was defined by the following interpretation:

Definition 2.3 An interpretation is defined as

I = 〈∆, aI0 , . . . , CI0 , . . . , RI0 , . . .〉
where ∆ is a non-empty set of objects, aIi ∈ ∆ in-
terprets the object name ai, RIi is a binary relation
on ∆ (i.e. RIi ⊆ ∆ ×∆) interpreting the role name
Ri, CIi a subset of ∆ (i.e. AI ⊆ ∆) interpreting the
concept name Ci.

The semantics of the dynamic component of
PDLC was interpreted based on the following defi-
nitions of Frame and Model.

Definition 2.4 (Frame) A Kripke Frame is de-
fined as

F = 〈W,.α0 , .α1 , . . .〉 (1)
where W is a non-empty set of worlds, and .αi

is
a binary accessibility relation on W corresponding to
the action variable αi.

Definition 2.5 A model of PDLC based on a frame
F of the form (1) is a pair M = 〈F , I〉 in which I
is a function associating with each world w ∈ W an
ALC-interpretation

I(w) = 〈∆, RI,w
0 , . . . , CI,w

0 , . . . , aI,w
0 , . . .〉 (2)

such that αI,u
i = αI,v

i for any u, v ∈ W . Note that
the set of object ∆ is the same for every world in W ,
it is called the domain of M.

Definition 2.6 Given a PDLC-model M = 〈F , I〉
and a world w, the value CI,w

i of a concept C in w,
the truth-relation (M, w) |= ϕ, and the relation .α are
defined inductively as follows:

>I,w = ∆
⊥I = φ

(¬C)I = ∆\CI,w

(C uD)I,w = CI,w ∩DI,w

(C tD)I,w = CI,w ∪DI,w

(∃R.C)I,w = {a ∈ ∆ | ∃b.(a, b) ∈ RI,w}
(∀R.C)I,w = {a ∈ ∆ | ∀b.(a, b) ∈ RI → b ∈ CI,w}
([α]C)I,w = {a| ∀v ∈ W (w .α v ⇒ a ∈ ∆)}

w |= C ≡ D ⇔ (CI,w ⊆ DI,w) & (DI,w ⊆ CI,w)

w |= C v D ⇔ CI,w ⊆ DI,w

w |= C(a) ⇔ aI,w ∈ CI,w

w |= R(a, b) ⇔ (aI,w, bI,w) ∈ RI,w

w |= ¬ϕ ⇔ w 6|= ϕ

w |= ϕ ∧ ψ ⇔ w |= ϕ & w |= ψ

w |= [α]ϕ ⇔ ∀v ∈ W (w .α v ⇒ v |= ϕ)
.α;β = .α ◦ .β

.α∪β = .α ∪ .β

.α∗ = .∗α

3 DALCP – Extending PDLC by Parameters

To represent actions in dynamic systems like
databases, we need to give the detailed form of the
action terms and make some extensions to describe
various aspects of attributes of actions. For example,
if we represent queries using action modal operators
α, the query conditions should be described in α. If
we denote relational operations using action terms α,
also some operation attributes should be described by
α, we should extend the simple form of α to represent
operation attributes.

The paper extends PDLC toDALCP by increasing
the expressivity of action terms from α to α(P0, . . .)
where P0, . . . denote parameters for the action α. The
syntax and semantic definitions are defined as follows
based on that of PDLC.

3.1 Syntax of Action Terms in DALCP

Definition 3.1 Atomic Action terms α in
DALCP is defined as follows:

α ::= ∅ | 1 | − (C) | t (C) | u (C) | ./ (C)
| × (C) | ?(CS) | π(AS) | σ(CS)

where the action terms are provided to represent the
relational operations in database systems:

- ∅ denotes an action of creating an empty con-
cept, and 1 denotes an action of retrieve the same
concept as the applied concept;

- t, u, −, ×, ./ denote the relational operations
of union, intersection, difference, times, and join
respectively;

- π, σ denote projection and selection, and ? de-
notes an action of checking if a concept meet
some conditions.

- and CS, C, AS are parameters, where C de-
notes record concepts and CS, AS denotes con-
dition set and attribute set whose definitions are
provided in Sec.2.1.3.

Definition 3.2 If α, β are atomic action terms, then
(α), α;β, α ∪ β, (α)∗ are complex action terms.
Both atomic action terms and complex action terms
are action terms (Complex Action Modal Operator
Concept).

Definition 3.3 Assume that each parameter Pi in
the action term α(P0, . . .) is assigned a value pi, we
say that the action term generates an action instance
α(p0, . . .), and we call the instance an action (or
an action modal operator).

Here, symbol Pi denotes a signature of a parameter
while pi denotes concrete value.

3.2 Semantic Definitions

The semantic definitions of DALCP are basically
same with that of PDLC except two aspects:

1) the binary accessibility relations should cor-
respond to each action [α(pSet)], other than action
term [α(PSet)];

2) the object domain of each world may be vari-
able, therefore, we should use ∆w denoting the do-
main of world w.

Here, we use symbol m0, m1, . . . to represent ac-
tion modal operators corresponding to each action
instances, the frame and the interpretation function
definitions are modified to :



F = 〈W,.m0 , .m1 , . . .〉 (3)

I(w) = 〈∆w, RI,w
0 , . . . , CI,w

0 , . . . , aI,w
0 , . . .〉 (4)

and the satisfactions relating to modal operators and
accessible relations are modified to or added by:

(miC)I,w = {a| ∀v ∈ W (w .mi v ⇒ a ∈ ∆w)}
w |= mϕ ⇔ ∀v ∈ W (w .m v ⇒ v |= ϕ)

.(α) = .α

4 An Unified DALCP Model for Database

The logical tools prepared, this section will focus on
how to utilize DALCP to build up an unified database
model. Corresponding to the relational database
model, the model should include three components
and unify them together. In addition, two transla-
tion mechanisms will be also provided which could
automatically transform DBs into KBs and queries
to modal operators respectively.

4.1 Modeling Relational Data

4.1.1 ALC Data Model.

We use ALC to represent relational data. As the ba-
sic instance, a record individual is described by its
value in each attribute which is described by the cor-
responding role. A table concept represents a set
of records contained by the table, and a database
concept represents a set of records contained by the
database.

* concept CR represents all record instances in-
cluded in the model;

* associate with every single record r a record con-
cept Cr which has only one instance ir;

* associate with every table t a table concept Ct,
such that ∀r ∈ t, Cr v Ct;

* associate each attribute a of table a role Ra rep-
resents the binary relations between record indi-
viduals and attribute values;

* associate with every database d a database con-
cept Cd, such that ∀t ∈ d, Ct v Cd

In a word, the model represents relational data in
the concept hierarchy: record concepts Cr, table con-
cepts Ct, database concepts Cd, and the top concept
of records CR.

4.1.2 Translation Function from Database to
ALC KB.

The translation σ(D) from a database to a DL knowl-
edge base is defined as follows:

Given a database d,

• σ(d) includes a record concept CR, whose in-
stances are all records contained in the model;

• σ(d) includes a concept Cd, whose instances are
all the records contained in database d;

• ∀t ∈ d

– ∀a ∈ t, a is translated to a role Ra;
– t is translated to a concept Ct whose instances
are all the records contained in table t:
if At = {a1, a2, · · · , an} then Ct has definition:
Ct v ∃Ra1.> u ∃Ra2.> u · · · ∃Ran.> ;

• ∀r ∈ t

– r is translated into a concept Cr which has an
instance ir;
– ∀a ∈ t : (r(a) = v), r(a) = v is translated into
an assertion Ra(ir, v);
– if r(a1) = v1, . . . , r(an) = vn, then
Cr ≡ ∃Ra1 .v1 u ∃Ra2 .v2 u · · · ∃Ran

.vn.

In the resulted KB, the concepts satisfy the sub-
sumption relation: ∀r, t, d(r ∈ t ∈ d ⇐⇒ ir ∈ Cr v
Ct v Cd v CR)

Once the translation function ρ1 : DB → KB
is formally defined, an arbitrary database could be
automatically transformed into a DL KB.

4.2 Modeling Relational Operations

In relational database model, relational operations
are important because upper layer operations, like
queries, updates, and modifies, could be represented
by the combinations of relational operations. To build
an unified DL database model, representing relational
operators is also a key issue. This subsection provides
representations for relational operations using above
atomic action modal operators. Notice that the do-
main is not the same as the world changes since some
actions create new instances(records) and new KBs.

4.2.1 Basic Modal Operators for Record-
Level Operations

Before describing relation operations, we define some
low-level modal operators. These basic modal oper-
ators will be applied to record concepts to provide
record-level operations on the KB. We regard them
as low level operations which are necessary to the DL
database model.

I [∅]Cr = ∅
II [1]Cr = Cr

III Join Two Records, [./ (CR)]CR → CR

Join two source records to one new record. Here,
we assume that there is no same attribute be-
longing to both source records.
(Cr1 ≡ ∃Ra1 .v1 u . . . u ∃Ram

.vm) ∧
(Cr2 ≡ ∃Rb1 .u1 u . . . u ∃Rbn .un) ∧
([./ (Cr2)]Cr1 = Cr12) →
Cr12 ≡ ∃Ra1 .v1 u . . . u ∃Ram

.vm uRb1 .u1 u . . . u
∃Rbn .un

IV Projection over a Record, [π(as)]CR → CR

(Cr ≡ ∃Ra1 .v1 u . . . u ∃Ran
.vn) ∧

([π(as)]Cr = Cr′) ∧
(as = a1; . . . ; ak; b1; . . . ; bj , k < n) →
Cr′ ≡ ∃Ra1 .v1 u · · · ∃Rak

.vk

V Condition Check On a Record, [?(CS)]CR →
{′true′, ′false′}
According to the different forms of the condition
set cs, the operation behavior is defined respec-
tively as follows:
(a) [? (cs = t.a comp v)]Cr =

(Cr v Ct)∧(∃Ra∃v′(Ra(ir, v′)))∧(v′ comp v)
(b) [?(t.a1 comp t.a2)]Cr =

(Cr v Ct) ∧ (∃Ra1∃v1(Ra1(ir, v1)))∧
(∃Ra2∃v2(Ra2(ir, v2))) ∧ (v1 comp v2)

(c) [?(t1.a1 comp t2.a2)]Cr =′ false′

(d) [?(cs′ and c)]Cr = ([?(cs′)]Cr) ∧ ([?(c)]Cr)
(e) [?(cs′ or c)]Cr = ([?(cs′)]Cr) ∨ ([?(c)]Cr)
(f) [?((cs′))]Cr = [?(cs′)]Cr



VI Selection Over a Record: [σ(CS)]CR → CR

[σ(CS)]Cr = Cr if [?(CS)]Cr =′ true′

[σ(CS)]Cr = ⊥ else

4.2.2 Modal Operators for Relational Opera-
tions.

With record-level operations defined, we can define
modal operators for table-level relational operations.
Here, we present modal operators for the frequently
used relational operations.

Notice that for operators that has a table con-
cept as parameter and has a table concept as applied
concept, such as union, intersection, difference, and
cartesian times, we assume that the two operated ta-
bles have the same attribute set.

1. [∅]Ct = ∅

2. [1]Ct = Ct

3. Union: [t(Ct2)]Ct1 v Ct1 t Ct2

4. Intersection: [u(Ct2]Ct1 v Ct1 u Ct2

5. Difference [−(Ct2]Ct1 v Ct1 u (¬Ct2)

6. Cartesian Times: [×(CT )]CT → CT

([×(Ct2 ]Ct1 = Ct12) ∧
(Ct1 v ∃Ra1 .> u . . . u ∃Ram

.>) ∧
(Ct2 v ∃Rb1 .> u . . . u ∃Rbn

.>) →
Ct12 v ∃Ra1 .>u. . .∃Ram .>u∃Rb1 .>u. . .∃Rbn .>

7. Projection on a Table: [π(AS)]CT → CT

(Ct v ∃Ra1 .> u . . .∃Ran
.>) ∧

([π(as)]Ct = Ct′) ∧
(as = a1; a2; · · · ; ak; b1; b2; . . . ; bj , k < n) →
Ct′ v ∃Ra1 .> u · · · ∃Rak

.>
8. Selection on a Table: [σ(CS)](CT ) → CT

[σ(cs)]Ct = {[σ(cs)]Cr | ∀Cr v Ct}
9. Selection on a Database: [σ(CS)]CD → CD

[σ(cs)]Cd = {[σ(cs)]Ct | ∀Ct v Cd}
10. Natural Join: [./B (CT )]CT → CT

(Ct1 v ∃Ra1 .> u . . .∃Ran
.>) ∧

(Ct2 v ∃Rb1 .> u . . .∃Rbm .>) ∧
([./B (Ct2)]Ct1 = Ct12) →
Ct12 v ∃Ra1 .> . . .∃Ran

.> u ∃Rb1 .> . . .∃Rbm
.>

4.3 Modeling Queries

With atomic modal operators defined, including the
low level operators and modal operators for rela-
tional operations, we will define Modal Operators for
Queries (MOQ) which are complex modal operators.
Firstly, we will give the syntax of MOQ, secondly we
will give the translation function from SELECT query
expression presented in Sec. 2.1.3 to the modal oper-
ators, and after that, we will provide the mechanism
of decomposing MOQ to atomic modal operators.

4.3.1 Syntax of MOQ

Definition 4.1 (Modal Operators for Queries)
Modal operators for queries is defined as follows:

MOQ ::= [Sel (Cont, SrcT )]
| [ConSel(Cont, SrcT, CS)]
| [USel (ContLst, SrcT )]
| [ConUSel (ContLst, SrcT, CS)]

where

• [Sel] represents selection(query) over a single ta-
ble concept;

• [USel] represents conjunction queries over two
table concepts(queries over more than two tables
could be induced to queries over two tables);

• [ConSel] and [ConUSel] represent [Sel] and
[USel] selections with condition check enabled.

• Cont represents attribute set of a single table,
ContLst represents attribute sets of one or two
tables:
Cont ::= Table.AttrSet | Table.∗
ContLst ::= Cont | Cont;Cont

• SrcT denotes source table concept(s):
SrcT ::= Table | Table;Table

Remark 4.1 1. The form of MOQ, [ConUSel], is
the general form of all MOQ, all other forms can be
degenerated from it.

2. Another thing need to pointed out is why we
introduce MOQ to the model. Just like complex con-
cept names are used to represent the long and complex
concept definitions, MOQ assign a symbol name for
complex modal operators for the same concern. In ad-
dition, MOQ has similar form with SELECT clauses,
we can take MOQ as a bridge between the SELECT
clause and the atomic modal operators, i.e., we can
translate SELECT clause to MOQ, and then we can
decompose the MOQ to atomic modal operators. The
following content will focus on these two interesting
issues.

4.3.2 Translation from SELECT Clauses to
MOQ

In addition to describing SELECT expressions us-
ing modal operators, a translation function translat-
ing SELECT expressions automatically to MOQ can
be formulated. Based on the formal expressions of
SELECT clause in Sec.2.1.3 and the syntax form of
MOQ in Sec.4.3.1, we define the translation function
ρ2 : SelectClause → MOQ as follows.

ρ2(select tas from t′) = [Sel(tas, t′)]
ρ2(select tas from t where cs) =

[ConSel(tas, t, cs)]
ρ2(select t1as, t2as from t1, t2) =

[Usel(t1as; t2as, t1; t2)]
ρ2(select t1as, t2as from t1, t2 where cs) =

[ConUSel(t1as; t2as, t1; t2, cs)]

Based on the translation, all the core SQL query
clauses can be translated into MOQ. All queries can
be done in relational database models can also be
done in this model.

4.3.3 Decomposing MOQ to Atomic Modal
Operators.

After we have translated SQL queries to MOQ, we
should give the behavior definitions of MOQ by de-
composing them to atomic modal operators whose ac-
tion behaviors have been defined in Sec.4.2.

• [Sel(t.as, t)]Cd = [π(as)]Ct

• [USel(t1as; t2as, t1; t2)]Cd =
[Sel(t12.(t1as; t2as), t12)]Ct12, where
Ct12 = [×(Ct2)]Ct1, (Ct1 v Cd) ∧ (Ct2 v Cd)



• [ConSel(tas, t, cs)]Cd =
([Sel(tas, t)] ◦ [σ(cs)])Cd

• [ConUSel(t1as; t2as, t1; t2, cs)]Cd =
[ConSel(t12.t1as; t2as, t12, cs)]C12, where
Ct12 = [×(Ct2)]Ct1, (Ct1 v Cd) ∧ (Ct2 v Cd)

5 Conclusion and further work

The paper presents an unified DLs model for
databases, which unifies model for relational data,
model for relational operations, and model for queries
together. This is an interesting work that has not
been done before, especially representing queries by
modal operators.

After reviewed the literature, the paper points out
two key issues of building up an unified DL model for
a databases system: modeling queries as action modal
operators, and extending the expressivity of actions
of available dynamic DLs. Modeling queries as action
model operators provides important features: the re-
sulted model is consistent with the three layer struc-
ture of relational database model; the modal is a
pure Description Logic system; it could utilize the
reasoning mechanism to decompose modal operators
(queries) to atomic modal operators(relational oper-
ators).

Tab.1 shows the correspondence between two mod-
els, it also shows the work of the paper which are
closed by boxes: all three layers is modeled and trans-
lations are formulated. The proposed model rep-
resents relational data using ALC, and, based on
the provided translation function, existed databases
could be translated to DL KBs automatically. As
the foundation of relational databases, relational op-
erations are described using atomic action modal
operators. Based on atomic modal operators and
modal constructors, complex modal operators MOQ
is provided to represent queries. We also provide
the translation function from SELECT expressions to
MOQs and the decomposing mechanism from MOQ
to atomic modal operators.

Table 1: Correspondence Between Two Models

Relational DB Model A DL DB Model
Queries ⇒ Complex Modal Operators

Relational Operations → Atomic Modal Operators
Relational Data Model ⇒ ALC Model

The model is a pure Description Logical model,
query processing could be done based on inferences
in DLs, which is very different from other works. In
conclusion, the paper provide a mechanism of trans-
forming a database systems into a DL system.

Certainly, the paper provides only a framework,
and some details need to be studied in particular
applications. Take data integration as an example,
we may need to extend the model to describe the
model of distributed databases other than that of a
single database; we may need to enrich the model by
expressing more constraints (Calvanese et al., 1998)
(Baader et al., 2003); and more importantly, we may
need to develop equal or other relations between con-
cepts or attributes of different databases.
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